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New fellowship for ‘T’ Space summer architecture residency announced

‘T’ Space proudly announces a fellowship for *Rural Compression*, its month-long summer architecture residency program held in Rhinebeck, New York. One of the program’s five participants will be awarded the fellowship.

This new opportunity marks the program’s latest development allowing a talented young architect or artist to join the program, regardless of their ability to pay. The fellowship is awarded on a meritorious basis by a panel of architecture experts. The award has been made possible by the generous support of engineering firms Robert Silman Associates and Transsolar KlimaEngineering.

Throughout *Rural Compression*, residents use analog and digital media tools to develop their projects. They also participate in critiques, pin-ups and conversation with invited professionals active in architecture. The 2020 residency includes a schedule of lectures by Antón Garía-Abril, Débora Mesa, Stan Allen, David Leven, Stella Betts and others.

Currently on its fourth cycle, *Rural Compression* fosters solutions at the intersection of architecture and nature by using Dutchess County and the greater Hudson River Valley to grow young architect’s sensitivity to rural ecologies. Program curriculum challenges participants to think and design critically to a specified site.

Resident Xiaofan Ye with project during final review, 2019. Photo by Susan Wides.
While in residence, participants live, work and study on the ‘T’ Space Nature Reserve, which includes the Steven Holl Archive, ‘T’ Space Studio, and Cabin. Currently entering its fourth year, Rural Compression was introduced in 2017.

**Key Dates**

- Applications open: 12:00pm EST, February 10
- Application deadline: 11:59pm EST, March 29
- Notifications: April 6 – 10
- Residency period: July 5 – July 28, 2020

For more information visit [TSpaceRhinebeck.org/Residency](http://TSpaceRhinebeck.org/Residency) or contact Susan Wides, Director and Curator of ‘T’ Space, at Director@TSpaceRhinebeck.org.

---

**About us:**

‘T’ Space is a nonprofit arts organization in the woodlands of Rhinebeck, NY. Founded in 2010 by the Steven Myron Holl Foundation, ‘T’ Space has grown to become a vital campus for arts, education, design and ecology in its region of the Hudson Valley. In the 19th Century, this historic place inspired the Hudson River School of artists, thinkers and writers, and today, we continue their initiative by generating a contemporary multidisciplinary perspective in the Hudson Valley.
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